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Abstract— All manufacturing industries require domestic 

machine as well as imported machines depending upon the 

process, accuracy, finishes of the product. Any machine or 

equipment after some time of use requires routine, 

breakdown, maintenance, delay in maintenance, availability 

of spacer skilled maintenance technique are of vital issue. If 

we produce the machine here in India definitely the cost of 

the machine will reduce. And obviously, maintenance and 

transport cost will definitely reduce. Also if any part or 

attachment of machine were out or damaged then it will be 

easier to reproduce the required part and change it. At Bharat 

Forge, Pune we got project as “Design & Manufacturing of 

Universal Milling Head for a CNC Horizontal Machine 

Centre”. In this project we are designing and manufacturing 

the spindle shaft of Universal Milling Head of Soraluce made 

Universal Milling Machine. It helps them to restore machine 

spindle shaft indigenously in less time. It also helped them to 

generate confidence of repairing and proving of spindle 

shaft. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Milling machine is a machine tool that removes the metal as 

the work is fed against rotating multipoint cutter. The cutter 

rotate at high speed because of multiple cutting edges it 

removes metal at very fast rate. The machine can also hold 

one or more number of cutters at a time. This is why a 

milling machine finds wide operation in production work. 

This is superior to other machines as regard accuracy and 

better surface finish and design for machining for variety of 

tool room work. Universal milling machine is so named 

because it may be adapted to variety of wid range of milling 

operations. 

A. Reverse Engineering Method 

The process which involve disassembling something 

(mechanical device) and analyzing its components and 

working in detail to reproduce the device is called as reverse 

engineering. 

Reverse engineering process is not creating copy it 

only an analysis in order to deduce design feature from 

product with a little or no additional knowledge about the 

procedure involved in their original product. 

So as I was doing reverse engineering process, 

initially I have disassembled the whole machine and taken 

the suitable needed date and started doing designing. 

II. ASSEMBLY AND DISMANTLING 

 The universal head was dismantled from the machine 

by removing nuts and fuel pipes. 

 With the help of eye bolts and fork lift the inclined part 

of the head is dismantled from the straight part where 

the spindle shaft fixed. 

 The check nut was removed by using another nut 

which matches with the check nut. 

 Spindle shaft was removed from the casing by using 

hammering operation. 

 After removal of spindle the gear and spacer were 

removed easily from the casing. 

 Once the shaft has removed from the casing the fixed 

bearing has removed. 

 The disc spring, collet, and draw bar assembly 

removed by using puller. 

 After all disassembly all part were cleaned using 

cleaning agent. 

 After measurement operation and visual study the 

same part has assembled. 

III. DESIGN AND ANALYSIS 

The universal milling head consist of the following parts. 

1) Spindle shaft 

2) Bearing 

3) Spiral bevel gear 

4) Disc spring 

5) Collet (standard) 

6) Spacer (standard) 

Now with help of reverse engineering process we 

have started analysis 

A. Spindle Power Design 

The original power of machine is 33KW. As we are doing 

reverse engineering, it is necessary to calculate the power of 

machine and verify it with the original power. Hence we 

have taken all the maximum conditions of roughness of the 

cutting tool for calculation the power 

 
Fig. 1: Spindle Power Design 

1) Cutting Speed (V) 

= (π * D * N)/1000 

= (π * 80 * 650)/1000 

= 163.3628 mm/s 
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2) Material Removal Rate (Q) 

= (B * t * Sm)/1000 

= (3 * 80 * 2500)/1000 

= 600cm3/min 

3) Power at Spindle (P) 

= (µ *Kh * Kλ * Q)/1000 

= (34 * 1.03 * 0.972 * 600)/1000 

= 21 KW 

So the maximum power after considering the 

efficiency will be near to 32 KW 

B. Bearing Design 

As bearing is use to permit the relative motion between two 

part i have selected the angular contact bearing as angular 

contact bearing can sustain both radial as well as thrust load. 

 
Fig. 2: Magnitude of preload on the basis of deflection 

bearing calculation for triple unit bearing 

1) Horizontal Force Analysis 

 
Fig. 3: Vertical force analysis for bearing design 

2) After Calculation 

RDV = 1303.818 N 

RBV = 25644.90 N 

3) Vertical Force Analysis 

 
Fig. 4: Horizontal force analysis for bearing design 

RDH   = 276.5195 N 

RBH   = 10720.02 N. 

As per load calculation study I have selected three bearing 

two in tandem position and one in back to back position 

Therefore, selected bearing are  

7217X2TAU (diameter = 72) and 

7014X2TAU (diameter = 70) 

C. Gear Design 

The tooth wheel which transmit the power and motion from 

one shaft to another by means of successive engagement of 

teeth. so to sustain the high load with smooth teeth 

engagement I have selected the type of gear which is spiral 

bevel gear. 

As after calculating pressure angle, service factor, 

application factor, diameter of pinion, diameter of gear, 

torque, design torque, Beam strength, bending stress on 

gear, bevel factor number of teeth, radial, axial and 

tangential force have selected the gear which have following 

parameter 

Sr.No. Parameter Pinion Gear 

1 No. of Teeth 27 27 

2 Pitch Diameter 130mm 130mm 

3 Pitch cone angle 22.05220 22.94770 

4 Addendum 4.296mm 4.065mm 

5 Dedendum 4.97170 5.1484mm 

6 Dedendum angle 3.0970 3.24270 

7 Addendum angle 3.2470 3.0970 

8 Outer cone angle 25.2940 26.04470 

9 Root cone angle 18.9550 19.7050 

10 Outside diameter 135mm 137.48mm 

11 Pitch apex of crown 82.60mm 82.093mm 

12 Axial face width 28.11mm 27.933mm 

13 Inner outside diameter 112.21 mm 113.832mm 

Table 1: Detail of Spiral Bevel Gear 

D. Shaft Design 

The shaft use for this machine is step shaft for positioning 

element like gears, pulley and bearing 

1) Vertical Force Analysis 

 
Fig. 4: Vertical force analysis for shaft design 

2) Vertical Bending Moment Diagram 

 
 Fig. 5: Bending Moment Diagram for vertical force analysis 
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3) Horizontal Force Analysis 

 
Fig. 6: Horizontal Force Analysis 

After horizontal and vertical force analysis thee outer and 

inner diameter of the shaft is  

Do = 82mm and  

Di = 33mm 

E. Disc Spring Design 

Disc spring is a conical shell. This can be loaded along its 

axis either statically or dynamically. 

The load is normally applied to the upper-inner 

edge and the lower outer edge.  

It has high load capacity as compared to the 

compression and tension string, ability to function as an 

individual element, ability to provide varied force 

Terminology of disc spring. 

 
Fig. 7: Terminology of disc spring Characteristics of single 

spring 

 
Fig. 8: Characteristics of Disc Spring 

It indicate that as the force increase displacement 

also increases 

1) When the spring are arranging in series then deflection 

add up and force remains same 

Spring load 

FT = F 

Spring deflection 

ST = i*S 

Unload sketch length 

L0 = i*l0 

Only deflection is multiplied by the number of spring in 

series not the load 

2) When the spring in parallel then their force add up 

Spring load 

FT = n*F 

Spring deflection 

ST = S 

Unload stack length 

L0 = l0+(n-1)-t 

Load must be multiplied by the no. of spring in parallel 

whereas deflection remains same. 

 
Fig. 8: Disc spring in series and parallel 

3) Selection of Disc Spring 

As we know the diameter of disc spring on the draw bar, so 

we know the diameter the draw bar which is 25mm 

therefore by adding some clearance of 0.4mm we can get the 

inside diameter of disc spring 

Therefore, we can write  

Di = 25.4mm 

Now from the following table following data has 

been given 

 
Table 1: Data of Disc Spring 

The selected disc spring of single set will give the 

3mm deflection as I know when I will put the disc spring in 

series the deflection add up and in parallel force add up, so I 

will select the order of disc spring in following manner. 

 
Fig. 9: Disc Spring Arrangement 
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IV. MODELING 

A. Assembly of Spindle Shaft 

 
Fig. 10: Assembly of Spindle Shaft 

B. Cross Section of Spindle Assembly 

 
Fig. 11: Cross Section of Spindle assembly 

C. Angular Contact Bearing 

 
Fig. 12: Angular contact bearing 

D. Spiral Bevel Gear 

 
Fig. 13: Spiral bevel Gear 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

An old spindle from the Soraluce CNC machine was 

removed and by applying reverse engineering methodology 

I dismantled spindle assembly. During this process I noted 

different part such as pull stud, collet, draw bar, disc spring, 

gear, spacer, etc also I could not dimension. This helps me 

in cross checking the dimension when I design the part like 

spindle, spiral bevel gear, disc spring and bearing. Also this 

information helped me in drawing the part in Creo software 

I have design and manufactured the spindle and its parts. I 

have assembled the new parts in the machine and got 

approval. This new spindle and gear are the import 

substitution for original spindle and gear. It saved large 

amount of cost. It will also reduce delay in the importing the 

same. Now this spindle and its parts can be manufactured at 

any time in house. 
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